INCREASE YOUR CORN CROP

10 Per Cent
At a Cost of $7.00, You Can Gain at Least 320 Bushels
of Corn on Every 40 Acres With

The 20th Century
Cultivator Shovels
—BECAUSE—
They
They
They
They
They
They

absolutely do not injure the roots of the corn;
absolutely exterminate all the weeds;
absolutely turn or cultivate every inch of the soil.
turn the soil towards, or from, the corn as desired;
operate easier than any other shovels and lighter draft;
will scour in soil where all others fail completely.

You cannot afford to cultivate your corn with
anything but 20th Century Shovels, because they
are the most profitable tools for your corn field.
Manufactured only by

PETERS PUMP CO.,
KEWANEE, ILL.
If Your Dealer Does Not Handle Them, Write Us.

20th.

Century

Cultivator Shovels

Entirely A New Idea For Corn Cultivation
They Will Increase Your Corn Crop At Least

10 Per Cent*

Patented Nov. 15, 1910

The 20th Century Cultivator Shovels cover a long felt want.
20th. Century Shovels combine the Diamond and Surface Shovels in
one, and are tar more efficient.
-------- —
—-—________ _
20th. Century Shovels, when in operation, combine the work of both
Diamond and Surface Shovels, and do the work far better; they turn the
soil completely and expose the roots of weeds.
20th. Century Shovels cover every inch of the soil, and kill the
weeds like magic; they leave no strips of soil unturned.
20th. Century Shovels do not injure the roots of the corn, as they do
not have the diamond point; the lower blade of this Shovel is similar to
the Surface Shovel.
20th. Century Shovels are formed or curved similar to the ground
plow, so they will turn the soil completely over.
20th. Century Shovels will scour in soil where all others fail; being
formed similar to the ground plow, they attain the scouring feature.
For Further Description see Next Page.

Peters 20th. Century Cultivator Shovels
The Most Profitable Tool

for the

Corn Field

Complete extermination of the weeds, complete turning of the soil,
absolutely no injury to the roots of the corn, and the perfect cultivating
features of these Shovels, is absolute evidence of a better corn crop.
Patented Nov. 15, 1910

Lower Blade..................................................... 10| inches wide,
Upper Wing of Shovel.................................. ....... inches wide,
Length over all.............................................. -................... 9 inches.
20th. Century Shovels are formed or curved similar to the ground
plow; they turn the soil completely and do not root the soil up in ridges like
Diamond Shovels. They eliminate all possibility of weeds to exist, turning
the soil completely and exposing the roots of the weeds. The plow-like
curve in these Shovels assures perfect scouring in all kinds of soil, and does
not allow corn stalks or other rubbish to accumulate. They are very light
draft and easy to guide; any boy can operate them with ease.
With 20th. Century Shovels it is impossible to injure the roots of the
corn; the lower blades of these Shovels are simular to the Surface Shovel,
having no Diamond point like Diamond Shovels which cut too deep and
sever the roots of the corn.
Refering you to the cut on page 2, you will note that the two front
Shovels are set so they will turn the soil away from the corn hills, while the
four rear shovels turn the soil towards the corn; this allows very close plow
ing to the corn, and at the same time will not cover the small plants with
clods or rubbish. For the second plowing, after the corn becomes larger,
the two front Shovels may be changed from right to left, and left to right;
this sets the Shovels to turn the soil towards the corn, covering all weeds
that may exist.
For laying the corn by, Shovels are used in same manner, all three
Shovels on each beam turning the soil towards the corn; this gives the best
possible results in laying the corn by, as the soil may be well banked up to
the corn, or in any manner desired. You may plow deep or shallow, just
as desired, without any danger of injuring the roots of the corn. You will
note that these Shovels will permit of several different adjustments, or
changes, by means of which the soil may be turned in any direction.
These Shovels are indispensible wherever corn is raised.
Furnished either for round or slotted convex shanks in sets of six
Shovels.
If Your Dealer Does not Handle Them, Write to Us.

Peters New Kewanee Corn Planter
Will outclass all other Planters in simplicity, accuracy, durability,
light draft and easy operating features.
The Simple Machine will do the best work, last the longest, give the
least trouble and save a lot of time and fuss; you have it here in this Planter.
Peters Planters were popular 16 years ago when we built the first Steel
Frame Planter, and the Open Center Wheel; our planters are popular yet
because 16 years experience has attained for us perfection in planter building.

30-in. Wheel, Drill Attachment, hoot Drop, Spring Lift, Tip-over Boxes and Neck Yoke

The Only Planter on the market that has an oscillating motion in the
Seed plate, causing every hole to fill perfectly and thereby giving just as
good average as the Edge Drop ever did.
The Only Planter that drives Seed Plate from center instead of outer
edge, thereby moving Plate from hole to hole with but half the stroke of
Forks required by other Planters, insuring the delivery of every Hill.
The Only Planter having a one-piece Shuttle Valve that will absolute
ly not clog with dirt, wet or dry. A very strong point.
Our New Shuttle Valve is now made so it possibly can not scatter the
grains in the hill; it delivers the corn very close which is required where
two-row cultivators are used.
This Planter is so connected that the rocking of the Heels is impossible
in rough or lumpy ground, and, with the Neck Yoke which we furnish, it
insures you perfect checking in all conditions of the ground, and in fast or
slow driving. There is no Other Planter on the Market so complete.
Manf’d by

PETERS PUMP CO.

Kewanee,

If your Dealer Does not Handle Them, Write to Us.
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